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The Diety of Gnrist
By Eld. C. N. Hostetter, Jr.
The deity of Jesus Christ is one
of the fundamental Biblical truths
disputed by critic and modernist. It
is our Christian duty to be able to
give a reason for the hope that is
within us. "What think ye of
Christ?" "Whom do men say that I
am?" Let us examine the proof of
His deity so as to be "able by sound
doctrine to convince the gainsayers."
Eight times in the New Testament
and once in the Old the man
Jesus Christ is called God.
All of these scriptural references are
applied to Christ in light of His incarnation and humiliation. He is
called
1. The Eternal God—Heb. 1:8
2. The Mighty God—Isa. 9:6
3. The Great God—Titus 2^:13
4. The True God—I Jno. 5:20
5. God over all—Rom. 9:5
6. God the Word—Jno. 1:1
7. God with us—Matt. 1:23
8. Son of God—Forty times in
New Testament
9. Christ's blood Ts^-~blood of
God—Acts 20:28
The Necessity of Christ's Deity
is easily comprehended, if we grasp
the meaning of His mission to earth.
He came to die in order to redeem,
deliver, and restore the sin ruined
human family. To fulfill this redemptive mission He must be divine.
Only the divine lamb of God could
bear away the sin of the world.
(Jno. 1:29) Sin is stern in its re-

tribution. When Cain's penalty was
announced he said, "My punishment
is greater than I can bear." It is a
solemn and awful fact that sin's terrible retribution will tax the bearing capacity of each and every sinner and he will stagger under the
weight of his just punishment.
The vicarious sin bearer freed the
guilty by carrying away his guilt
and punishment. The crushing sin
weight of a guilty world required a
bearer with more than human
strength. The Son of God sweat blood
and cried in God-forsaken agony.
The best of men would have collapsed ere the sin bearer's task was
finished. We repeat—it required the
Lamb of God to bear the sin of the
world.
Jesus Christ had to be divine to
make adequate atonement. The
blood offerings of animals atoned
only for the brief period of one year.
Everlasting reconciliation required
the blood of an eternal being—God
himself. The blood of finite man, a
-ea?eature of time, would not have
been sufficient^--adeauate atonement
required the blood of the ihnmte^one
—Jesus, the Son of God.
Effective intercession would not
be possible if Christ were not divine. The intercessor must do more
than extend a sympathetic helping
hand to feeble man—he must lay the
other hand on the very throne of
God. To illustrate:—queen Esther

was a Jewess and sympathetically
understood and keenly realized the
grave peril of her people. But queen
Esther must be able to grip the king,
or her intercession is a failure.
Esther influences the king and succeeds. Jesus Christ could make no effective intercession unless He was
and is the Son of God.
Proofs of Christ's Deity
are abundant and convincing. We
cite the following scriptural witnesses who testify to the deity of
Jesus Christ.
1. Angels announced it—Lu. 135. These messengers of God who
witnessed the glory which belonged
to Jesus Christ before the world was
knew Him to be the Son of God.
2. The Father affirmed
itMatt. 3:17.
3. Jesus asserted it—Jno. 10:30
Jesus said: "I and My Father are
one." He stated He was the Son of
God. If Jesus Christ was not divine
He was an untruthful impostor. The
modernist preacher and worldly wise
college professor who reject Christ's
deity and at the same time recognize
him as a master world teacher place
themselves in an inconsistent and ridiculOtts-jjosition.
4. Demons--acknowledged it—
Matt. 8:29. Favorable^testimony
from enemies is recognized even H » the courts of human justice as convincing proof.
5. Disciples confessed it—Matt.
16:16.
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6. Centurion avowed it—Matt.
27:54. Christ's triumphant death,
with the attendant supernatural
happiness wrung from the lips of
this Roman soldier—"Surely this
man was the Son of God."
7. Paul proclaimed it—Acts 8:37.
8. Christian experience c o n firms it—Acts 4:10-12.
9. The resurrection attests it—
Rom. 1:4.
In addition to the proof of witnesses
we have the unanswerable evidence
of Christ's own works. He controlled
the elements, knew the secrets of
men, bestowed eternal life, forgave
sins, and raised the dead. (See Matt.
8:18-27, Jno. 2:25, Jno. 10:28, Mk.
2:5-10, Jno. 11:1-46).
Scriptural proof is so abundant
that the question of Christ's deity is
easily settled for the person who accepts the Bible as the authentic inspired word of God.
In addition to Biblical proof, history furnishes convincing evidence
for no man in the annals of history
approached the Christ in accomplishments. From a human standpoint He was subject to great handicaps. Born of humble unlearned parentage, a member of a despised race,
he spent thirty years in obscurity
and only a brief span of three years
in public ministry. That ministry
was opposed on every side and hindered from every quarter. Misunderstood, maligned, and rejected, He
is crucified and leaves only a few
followers chosen from the humble,
unlettered laboring class to carry on
His work. In spite of all this—
thirty years after His death disciples are found in every quarter of
the Roman empire and three hundred years later one-fifth of the population of the known world profess
to be His followers. "Surely this
man was the Son of God." He win*
rejects the deity of Jesus Christ
"must cloflt--»*s^ye<f to established
_j«»clS.

Concluding, we draw from the established fact of Christ's deity a
few
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Christ's deity insures His infallibility as a teacher. Well might we listen where God, the Father, from
heaven says "This is my beloved Son,
hear ye Him." To deny the truth of
His deity makes one a partner with
the Anti-Christ — I John 2:22.
Those who deny Him as the Son of
God will be without God in life and
separated from God in eternity—I
Jno. 2:23. The worst punishment of
hell shall be meted out to those who
deny Christ as the Son of God—
Heb. 10:29.
Furthermore, when Jesus the Son
of God gathers the church in the
rapture "we shall be like Him, for
we shall see Him as He is." Oh
glorious prospect—we shall become
as Thou art, Thou Son of God!

2:30—"Memorial Service"
Eld. Eli M. Engle
Evening
7:00—Song Service
7:30—"Evangelistic"
Eld. Abner Martin
Sunday Forenoon
9:00—"Sunday School"
Eld. J. Lester Myers
10:00—"Memorial Service"
Eld. Eli M. Engle
Song
11:00—"Reminiscences of Christian Service"
Bish. John D. Wingert, Bro. Jacob Rice,
Bro. Michael Plum
11:30—Gen. Reminiscences
Afternoon,
1:00—Devotional
1:15—"Progress in Home and Foreign Mission Work"
Bish. C. N. Hostetter
Quartette
2:15—"Mission Field Experiences in India"
Sr. Ella Gayman
2:45—"The Present and Future Need of
the Church"
Eld. Abner Martin

WE THANK YOU.

A special invitation is extended to all
elderly ministers to attend.

About once each year it becomes necessary to send out special notices to delinquent
subscribers, and too, check up on any errors
that may have gotten in. The response to
these notices has been very good and we
want to thank you all for your promptness.
Please look at your label this time and if it
is not O. K. notify us immediately.
In remitting so many do not pay any attention as to how their label reads and frequently no name accompanies the remittance, or it is sent in wife's name or initialed, etc. Watch your label now and if there
is something wrong it can be corrected.
MERRILL, MICH.
Bish. O. B. Ulery is expected to hold a
series of meetings here preceding our love
feast June 30 th. A cordial invitation is extended to any who can attend these services.
—Cor.
MEMORIAL SERVICE
of the
Brethren in Christ
to be held at
RINGGOLD CHURCH. MD.
August l l t h and 13th, 1928
^^.JSaturday Forenoon
0:30—Invocation
10:00—Harvest Home Service
Afternoon
1:00—Devotional
1:15—"Church History"
Eld. Asa Climenhaga
Quartette
2:00—"Mission Field Experiences in South
Africa
Eld. J. Lester Myers
Song

LOVE FEASTS
Canada
Waterloo

June 23-24
Ohio
Love feast at Valley Chapel, Canton,
Ohio, to be held June 23-24. Every one is
given a hearty invitation to attend.
The love feast at Chestnut Grove church,
Ashland, Ohio, is to be held June 16 and 17.
A hearty invitation is extended.
Pennsylvania
Love feast at the Cedar Springs Church,
near Mill Hall, Clinton Co., Pa., on June 23d
and 24th. Services to begin Saturday P. M.
A cordial invitation is extended.
A love feast will be held in the Juniata
District at the home of Bro. and Sr. Solomon Lauver on June 16 and 17. Those coming by rail should please notify Bro. Lauver.
A hearty invitation is extended.
Love feast at Spring Hope, Bedford Co.,
Pa., on June 16th and 17th.

The world stands out on either side
No widerjthan _the_heart is wide;
Above the world is stretched t h e sky
No higher than the soul is high.
The heart can push the sea and land
Further away on either hand;
The soul can split the sky in two
And let the face of God shine
through;
And he whose soul is flat—the sky
Will cave in on him by and by.
—Edna St. Vincent Millay.

Monday, June 11, 1928
EDITORIAL
The annual Conference of the
Brethren in Christ Church which
convened at Thomas, Oklahoma,
June 1st, is now a matter of history,
and while no doubt some of the attendants returned home with a measure of disappointment, others have
gone with a feeling of entire satisfaction with the decisions reached
by the Church's only law making
body. The writer was not permitted
to attend all of Conference sessions,
nor get in many of the various services which were held in connection
with the Conference, but gleaning
here and there from various sources
of information we are giving you a
short resume of this memorable assembly.
While the date given above gives
you the opening date of the Conference proper, the real beginning of
this convention started with an
evangelistic service in the tent adjoining, and a program by the Educational Board in the Conference
tabernacle, on Wednesday evening
May 30th. The Educational Board
presented the needs and possibilities
of our Schools, which now number
three. Special stress was placed on
the need of deepening the spiritual
life of the student, and laying in
them a foundation of scriptural
truth, without which their intellectual
attainments however great would
not serve the purpose of their Creator.
In the Gospel tent Elder Earl
Bossert of Buffalo Mission, N. Y.,
fired the first volley which was destined to sound the keynote of every
service following.
He took his text from Gen. 18th
chapter, which is in itself a regular
diamond mine of inspirational truth,
and it soon became evident that our
Brother had not only prospected but
found some of these rich treasures.
The message was attested by the
shouts of the saints, and the convention launched into a season of fellow-
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ship, rejoicing, and inspirational Burkholder, Upland, Cal, and Bish. H.
preaching, which was acknowledged K. Kreider, Campbellstown, Pa.,
by many as being the cream of all preached in the tabernacle, a n d
the Conferences held as yet. Follow- unusual power a n d
inspiration
ing the first night, the Evangelistic was in evidence in their minservices were in charge of Elder R. istry. In the Gospel tent a social
I. Witter of Navarre, Kansas, and service was held in which many parthe blessing of the Lord truly was ticipated the spiritual tide running
upon him as he faithfully brought high. Following this a Ministers
the word. His messages were direct session was held. After a scripture
and powerful locating those who reading by Bishop W. H. Boyer of
were unsaved, backslidden and un- the Dayton Mission, a most helpful
satisfied. There were seekers in and instructive talk by Bishop O. B.
every service and many testified to Ulery, Springfield, Ohio, was given
full deliveraace and victory.
on the subject of "The need of reinOne very noticeable thing in these forcing the ministry before the reservices was the constant reference tiring of the present staff." The adto the soon coming of Jesus, by the dress of our Brother was filled with
young people, and those who were practical and inspirational truths
led into the deeper life in the meet- from first to last. The thought of
ings. It is a generally recognized self denial, endurance and faithfulfact that this is an ear-mark of a ness was especially stressed. Next
genuine revival. May we not pray followed an addres by Bishop H. B.
that those who came from the vari- Hoffer, Manhiem, Pa., on "Co-operaous Districts of the Brotherhood tion between the older and younger
may carry the inspiration and re- ministry." No doubt this address by
vival fire into every home and our venerable Brother will never be
Church of our fellowship. On forgotten. Into this talk were
Thursday morning immediately af- thrown the experiences and reminister the Preliminary opening of Con- cences of years. His imagery dramference at which time the vacancies atization together with his fatherly
on the various Boards were supplied, concern for the success of the young
a Sunday School convention was minister completely captivated his
held in the Conference tabernacle. A hearers, and who shall say but that
resume of this meeting is given else- many ministers both old and young
where in this paper and we solicit "shall rise up and call him blessed."
your careful reading of the Sunday Following this a general discussion
School report. On Thursday evening took place, led by Eld. Eli M. Engle,
the Beneficiary Board was given an Mt. Joy, Pa., with quite a number
opportunity to present the needs of taking part until time for the clostheir work and an offering of $380.- ing hour.
00 was lifted for their general fund.
On Sunday afternoon the various
On Friday evening the Home Mis- programs of the Foreign Mission
sion Board gave a very interesting Board were given in both the Gospel
program and an offering of over tent and the Conference tabernacle.
$600.00 was lifted for the promulga- Eld. Lester^Myers, lately returned
tion of their work. The regular Con- from South Africa, and Sister Ella
ference session was adjourned at Gayman, also lately returned from
four P. M. on Saturday, and the India, gave the main talks. In the
various Boards laid aside their work Conference tabernacle Eld. I. W.
Musser gave a very inspiring adfor a season of communion and wordress on the subject "Why Foreign
ship. Those in attendance at the
Missions?" followed by the touching
communion services and ministry of and inspirational mesage by Sister
the word reported good messages, Naomi Lady, also lately returned
wonderful blessings and fellowship.
from South Africa. This was folOn Sunday morning Bishop C. C.
(Continued on page 8.)
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accomplished in your brethren that
are in the world. The devil is God's,
and the human race's, greatest enemy.
By Omar G. Worman
It is through him that sin entered inSubmit yourselves therefore to to the world. Eve was beguiled, then
God. Resist the devil, and he will Adam, by the subtility of the devil.
flee from you. Draw nigh to God, Thus sin and death came by Adam,
and He will draw nigh to you. Cleanse but righteousness and life by Jesus
your hands, ye sinners; and purify Christ. Thus the message comes to
your hearts, ye double-minded. James us as the* Apostle PauJ says, But I
4:7-8. You will notice in these pas- fear lest by any means, as the sersages of Scripture there are three out- pent (devil) beguiled Eve through his
standing words which need to be ad- subtility, so your minds should be corhered to if we ever expect to receive rupted from the simplicity that is in
anything from God. First is submit; Christ. I Cor. 11:3.
second, resist; third, to draw. These
Then we have the word draw. This
three words are one of the secrets of means to cause to move toward or aftsuccess of a Christian. These are er one by the exertion of force. "I
stepping stones to the glory world. must fight if I would reign, I'll bear
What the world in general needs to the toil endure the pain supported by
learn are these words.
Thy Word. Increase my courage,
SUBMIT, RESIST, AND DRAW

When we think of the word submit it means: To yield one's person
to the power of another; to give up
resistance; to surrender; to yield
one's opinion to the opinion or authority of another. This is just exactly
what God requires of every individual
—perfect submission. Do you know
that there is a blessed experience in
submission ?

Lord!" 0, how blessed it is, and what
a privilege we have, to draw nigh to
God. But it is good for me to draw
near to God: I have put my trust in
the Lord God, that I may declare all
thy works. Psa. 73:28. And having
an high priest over the house of God;
let us draw near with a true heart in
full assurance of faith having our
hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, and our bodies washed with
pure water. Heb. 10:21, 22.

While every one is sold under sin
and born with a carnal nature there
We love to think what the believer
needs to be a yielding to God. Therefore God says submit. As we submit has been made. A noted Bible comsurely God will do His part. In the mentator says we often see people
8th chapter of Romans we have the proud of being what they call "selfefficacy of divine grace and the Chris- made," but the believer can never
tian's hope. Surely the spirit will boast of being self-made. Everything
help our mortal bodies if we submit to that the child of God is, he has been
God to help us resist. Resist what? made by God, and he has nothing
Certainly there must be another force whereof of glory, "save in the cross
of our Lord Jesus Christ" (Gal. 6:14)
working or we need not resist.
God wants us to resist the devil, to and must say with Paul, "By the
strive against the devil, to endeavor grace of God I am what I am." (I Cor.
to counteract, defeat, or frustrate, to 15:10.)
My dear reader friend, 1st, the beact in opposition to, oppose. In Eph.
4:27 we read, Neither give place to the liever has been made. We hope this
devil. Again in I Peter 5:9 we read, is your experience after you did subwhom resist stedfast in the faith, mit, resist, then draw to God. Rom.
knowing that the same afflictions are 5:19 "made righteous." In II Cor.
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5:21, "made the righteousness of
God." All our righteousness—our
best deeds, such as alms-giving,
church-going, etc.—are "filthy rags,"
(Isa. 64:6); but in Christ every believer is made perfectly, spotlessly
righteous. Nothing we can do can
make the righteousness of God more
perfect.
2nd. Made free. Galatians 5:1,
free from the law. Rom. 6:18, "free
from sin"—the power and dominion
of our evil natures, which are "sin."
3rd. Made near to God. Eph. 2:13,
"made nigh." Eph. 1:6 tells the believer how near to God he is made.
"So near, so very
I can no nearer
For in the person
I am as near as

near to God,
be;
of His son
He."

4th. Our acceptance with God.
Eph. 1:6, "made us accepted." How
many uninstructed saints are wondering if they are really accepted of God,
when all the while He has made them
accepted.
5th. Our riches. Titus 3:7, "made
heirs." If the believer wishes to
know how rich he is, let him study
Rom. 8:17, "joint heirs with Christ"
and Heb. 1:2, "heir of all things."
And, too, we are "made meet" (fit)
for the inheritance. Col. 1:12.
6th. Our position. Eph. 2:6,
"made us sit . . . in Him." Observe,
this is not some future blessedness, it
is our present position; "hath . . .
made us sit."
7th. Our rank in the kingdom.
Rev 1:6 "made us kings and priests."
The poorest, humblest believer on
earth is, in God's sight, and before the
hosts of heaven, a king and priest.
Then we come to you and ask the
question in the language of the text
submit, resist and draw. Does it
pay ? Yes. There is nothing sweeter
in this world than to see a soul humbly submit themselves to God. It is
something for time and eternity.
Stand on God's side and He will stand
by your side in times of need. Richard
Baxter has said: "Use sin as it will
use you. Spare it not for it will not
spare you. It is your murderer, and
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the murderer of the world. Use it,
therefore as a murderer should be
used." Therefore, my dear reader, it
is highly important that we submit,
resist, and draw.
A certain comment on these verses
of this text says on the word in regards to submit to God; is to be resigned to His will, be content with the
allotments of His providence, and lay
aside all envious desires. Resist the
devil; by refusing to do wrong, for
the accomplishment of any object.
Draw nigh to God; in prayer for all
needed wisdom and strength to resist
temptation and to persevere, whatever be the consequences in doing
right. He will draw nigh to you; to
sustain, comfort and provide for you.
Cleanse your hands (not like Pilate
did when he washed his hands before
the multitude, saying, "I am innocent of the blood of this just person:
see ye to it." There is a deeper
cleansing than merely the cleansing
of the hands like the Pharisees.) It
means—purify your hearts; be outwardly and inwardly pure. Then we
have double-minded; those who are
drawn different ways by conscience
and passion, and are halting between
two opinions. The devil is a living
and busy agent, exciting and increasing human wickedness, tempting men
to envy, violence, and fraud.
But he (the devil) may be, and he
ought to be, effectually resisted, by refusing to comply with his temptations. Thus may we humbly submit,
and draw to God and resist our
ancient foe, the devil. The Word
plainly says the devil is to be resisted
by believers. Rom. 16:20; II Cor.
2:11; 11:3; Eph. 4:27; 6:16; II Tim.
2:26; Jas. 4:7; I Pet. 5:9; Rev. 12:11.
The devil has been vanquished by
Christ, thank God (Matt. 4:11), who
destroys his works, (I John 3:8) by
His death (Col. 1:13, Heb. 2:14). As
prince and god of this world he hinders the Gospel (Matt. 13:19, II Cor.
4:4, I Thes. 2:18). The devil is compared (watch out) to a fowler (Psa.
91:3), to a sower of tares (Matt. 13:
25, 28), to a wolf, John 10:12), to a
roaring lion (I Pet. 5:8), called that
old serpent (Rev. 12:9; 20:2).

To-day God is calling submit, resist, draw.
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break the laws that govern gambling
and liquor, and then not expect criminals to be produced. Society can't
HICKMAN—"A STUDY IN AMERI- expect to raise saints from road
houses that make womanhood drunk
CA'S SOCIAL AND MORAL
and then permit them to be debased
ORDER"
by drunken boys in carnal relationPART II
ship. Let news-stands daily display
II. The second contributing force the magazines reeking with pollution
to Hickman's downfall, I believe, was and corruption and vulgarity, and you
a corrupt social life. It's beautiful can't expect youth to pass by Purias you see it in the latest cuts, short tanic. Society can't expect the bardresses, bobbed hair, painted faces, baric "upright and perverted prostisport cars, gilded dance halls, but tutional dance" to produce purity and
you only see the tin and the glitter. wholesomeness in the life of the
You don't see the hell and pollution. youth.
No Christian community
You don't see the "Danteiran" picture ought to tolerate high school dancing,
of the Inferno burning beneath. Oh of the modern type, it's corrupting,
no, society covers it over with its soul-destroying and character-ruining
jails, death houses, its asylums, it and no respectable person will conoutcasts those who expose too much done it. I'd like to know if young
and relegates them to the slums.
Hickman was a "habitat" of the modYou don't see it until a Loeb, Leo- ern low-toned theatre, which society
pold or a Hickman breaks thru and sanctions and tolerates, and church
gives us a glimpse. A dandy girl and folks patronize and condone, and I'd
a dandy fellow, yes, but take the lid tell you he was the type we are prooff where they walk and then talk. ducing and making in every comYes, I know Hickman was a Sunday munity.
School boy. The press and sceptics
You can raise your boys and girls
seem to glory in telling us. He may in the church and Sunday School, but
have been a member of the Church you let one burlesque or lewd theatre
too, but that also was no guarantee run a year, and eighteen years of the
that when he stepped out in the gild- church's labor to save youth will be
ed social life that he would not be broken down.
caught in the meshes of iniquity that
If Hickman was a product of this
sucks youth down to just where it did "hell hole," then I do not wonder he
Hickman. The way to hell in our so- cut to pieces little Marian. I do not
cial order is easier than the way to wonder that girls are sold into slavery
heaven. The way to destruction is to satisfy the perverted patrons of
easier than to commendation and suc- these lust producing places.
cess.
The modern low theatre is making
When the social order permits woman worse than a chattel. The savdamning and destroying influences age bought his woman or won her, but
and powers to rear their heads and we are teaching youth that all you
makes no effort to lop off their head, need to do is to go get your girl. Cut
or only a sham effort as many officers her up—murder her, that's your
of the law pretend to do, you can be privilege as a super-man. But listen,
sure that youth looking for thrills is every patron of the lewd theatre,
going to fall a victim. Civilization and house of prostitution or seducer of
the society thereof can't expect to woman, is cutting to pieces the soul
laugh at law and ridicule it and defy of a woman, and Hickman, compared
it, as the Prohibition law has been to them, is an "honorable boy."
anarchially broken, and then not exYes, let society tolerate men in
pect youth to grow up lawless. Busi- authority, who go on laughing at the
ness men and church folks can't ex- law violations, or let them deliberately
pect to belong to clubs and solicit permit the law to be broken in liquor
youth to belong, that maliciously
(Continued on page 7.)
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A RESUME OF THE
GENERAL
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONFERENCE

use of imaginative thinking in placing ourselves in the position of our
classes will help us to reach their
hearts and touch their lives. While
he did not underestimate the importance of thorough training and Bible
study for all teachers yet he showed
the shallowness of handing down
Biblical facts to boys and girls from
Sunday to Sunday with no effort to
get into their lives, meet them on
their own ground, win their confidence, and their interest and ultimately to win them for Christ. He
stated that it is not enough to tell
what to do nor yet enough to tell
how to do it but that we must make
the pupil want to do it. Some teachers with this vision will leave a life
long impression upon many young
hearts, while others will soon be
forgotten.

sized the need of hearty cooperation
between the Sunday School and the
church at all points.
Bro. Martin's message relative to
Vocational Guidance touched a somewhat dormant phase of Sunday School
work. The possibilities in this field
were enlarged as he showed how
much may be done toward directing
and encouraging the youth in the vocation to which they seem inclined
and helping them, under the direction of God, to an understanding of
themselves and their place in life.
Having then a fully qualified Sunday School machine, and a vision of
Larger Service in every direction,
certainly it is reasonable to expect
the "Greater Results" which were
discussed by Bro. J. B. Funk, Bro.
Graybill Wolgemuth, and Bro. D. W.
Heise, as the third main division of
the program. In discussing the Why
of the Sunday School Bro. Funk laid
down the principal aims as being,
Bible instruction, decisions f o r
Christ, developing Christian character, and training Christian workers.
Bro. Wolgemuth emphasized the
need for sacrifice in Sunday School
work and pointed out the rewards
that come from it and Bro. Heise
concluded the program with a timely
synopsis of the days discussion and
a re-emphasis upon high points that
should stand out clearly in our
minds.
Throughout the day due emphasis
was placed upon the responsibility
of the home in its foundational position and of course we recognize that
in all Sunday School work we are
either augmenting that Christian
training and ministry to youth
which comes through the home or
supplying it where it has been entirely lacking. The Sunday School
Board is to be commended upon having a program so well planned and
likewise each of the speakers for
their part in carrying it out. May it
be true that all who have the work
at heart will see more of the possibilities of such service and that new
workers will catch the gleam and
find a place in this great activity of
the church.

Having for its theme "A Better
Sunday School" and for its watchword "Pressing Toward the Mark"
the General Sunday School Conference Program held on Thursday of
General Conference goes on record
as being one ©f the most inspiring
and farreaching Sunday School programs ever held in the history of the
church. From the opening of the
program until the last speaker had
concluded, the immensity and the
possibilities of the Sunday School
task grew upon our hands.
With the subject matter of the
day coming under the three distinct
heads,—Better Servants, Lar g e r
Service, and Greater Results and
with experienced Sunday School
workers as speakers every aspect of
the work was dealt with ably and
systematically. Under the head, Better Servants, Sr. Edith Hoffman
spoke of the necessity of administrative vision, stressing the need and
importance of proper organization
of officials, teachers, classes, and
various departments of the school,
and calling us all to a larger recognition of the place of the Sunday
School in the program of the church.
Under the same main head, Bro.
M. L. Dohner treating the spiritual
preparation and life of Sunday
School workers put vitality, dynamic
and zeal into the simple yet complete
organization which the first speaker
had presented thus emphasizing the
all important need of freely saved,
fully sanctified, and Spirit filled men
and women filling places in the Sunday School. He went on to show further, however, that we not only need
Spirit filled lives but a proper application of them to the best interests
of the school.
Following this Bro. Norman Wingert, still talking of Better Servants,
plead for a sympathetic understanding of the Sunday School boys' and
girls' problems and showed how the

The second main division of the
program, Larger Service,
was
covered by three topics, namely:
Conserving our Resources, I. J.
Zercher; Extending our Borders, J.
R. Eyster; and Vocational Guidance,
Abner Martin. Dwelling in the first
part of his message upon the importance of the Cradle Roll and Home
Departments, and the enlargement
of their activities, Bro. Zercher
showed how that both may become
feeders to the Sunday School and
also afford opportunities for Christian work among those who do not
or cannot attend. His closing appeal
was for a greater faith, trust, and
dependence upon the living God and
thus by example the youth will see
the realities in Christian living and
will more readily yield themselves to
fully consecrated living and to the
activities and tenets of the church.
Bro. Eyster's message, Extending
our Borders, not only called for a
boundary line around each Sunday
School in the brotherhood reaching
out to include all within reach who
are not connected with any other
school but also called for individuals
with vision and ability to open new
fields and stay by them. Because in
extending the borders of the Sunday
School we are also extending the
borders of the church, he empha-
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An interesting Missionary Farewell Meeting was held at the Messiah
Home Chapel on Sunday evening, May
27, when the outgoing missionaries,
Bro. and Sr. Taylor with their two
daughters, Ruth and Annie, Sr. Sallie
Dohner, all of whom are returning to
the African field, and Bro. Cyrus
Winger and his wife and baby, who
are going to the field for the first
time, spoke interestingly of mission
work, of experiences on the field when
there before, of the definiteness of
their call to the work in dark Africa,
and their confidence in God who had
called them, that He would surely be
with them and be their stay on the
long voyage, as also on the field.
The large attendance, the chapel
was filled to capacity, gave evidence
of the interest of the brotherhood in
eastern Pennsylvania in these outgoing workers, wishing them bon
voyage, and God's sustaining grace
and power and a hope that many of
those yet in heathen darkness would
be brought into the light and become
children of God. A freewill offering
of above two hundred dollars was
realized.
HICKMAN
(Continued from page 5.)
and morals; let bill boards and theatres and movies and magazines, all
lawless, go on pouring out their lust
and prostituting the ideal of God and
man, woman, making her a common
thing. Let sex appeal be carried on
by woman improperly dressed, and every community will contribute its
Hickmans when the harvest is reaped.
From press reports, he was an abnormal sex stimulated youth and the rotten social order gave the fuel, and every promoter of vice and every officer
who let law be violated and aided
his, or any youth's, abnormality of
sex, ought to stand before the bar of
justice co-equal in guilt for murder—
they have been accessories to his
crime and before the bar of God's
judgment they shall be so indicted.
III. The third contributing cause
that I see, to such a hideous crime,
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was that of the wave of godlessness
that is sweeping America. Immorality and lawlessness are offsprings of
"godlessness" and we are next to
France the most immoral civilized nation and the most lawless of all the
nations.
But how can we expect to produce
a different type than that of the Hickman type, when we take the hand of
the Lord God Almighty off our national life. Running through America is the spirit of intellectualism without God. Hickman was a high school
chap, stood high in his record, but
what did his high school do to give
him a grip on his intellectual power?
We relegate out or reduce to nothing
the Holy Bible in our schools. We employ teachers and principals who
laugh at the idea of God and scorn the
Bible, and as sure as you live, we produce abnormal intellectual giants
without a moral control and send them
forth to be the brains of the crime
world. The crime and immorality reputed to be among high school students is an indication, if true, that we
are producing a type fit for the crime
world. Any high school in the personnel of its authority, who relegates
the Bible out of the school, makes the
school godless and is giving potent
aid to the development of criminals.
Legislature bodies are in the same
class, who so rule it out, as are colleges and universities.
Then as you look at the institutions
which I have previously named, godless and dens of godless iniquity, together with the lack of interest in
the things of God by folks who belong
to the church, I wonder that we have
not produced more Hickmans; but out
of this generation there will be. We
have not seen the end of such gruesome crimes.
The godless breaking down of God's
day by pleasure draws youth from
the only institution that is safeguarding society, the Church of Jesus
Christ. In a defiance of God and regardless of consequences, Church
folks, with folks of the world, play
their Sunday golf, attend baseball
games, go swimming, joy riding, and
defiantly break the law that God
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gave to preserve the moral life of the
race. Church members have their
stores open, buy and sell, and, well,
what don't folks of the church do on
Sunday? But listen, they may sing
the glory of God in the a. m. and in the
p. m. they simply declare by their desecration of God's day that they are
hypocritical and by their deeds scatter the spirit of "godlessness," and
the youth gets the idea that Sunday is
nothing and religion a farce.
You let dads give the idea to their
boys that the lodge or club (ofttimes
a booze club) is just as good as the
Church, and that boy will think as his
dad. Let parents go to the theatre
on Saturday night and spend dollars,
while on Sunday they give the children the pennies for Sunday School,
and the child in heart and mind will
say the movies are more important
than the Church. Let fathers and
mothers desert the church and Sunday School and prayer service, criticize the preacher and hate the saints,
and they will instill in their children
the spirit of rebellion against God,
and there are many homes that have
produced the criminal because of that
very fact. Let those in authority be
godless; let teachers of the public
schools be godless; let the spirit that
prevails defy the laws of God, and
godlessness will reign.
Every man and woman that broadcast such a spirit in young Hickman's life and way, are accessories to
his crime.
You parents take warning, if you
are not godly, faithful to the church,
consistent in the things of God and
man, don't weep if your home reaps
the harvest of broken hearts and
burning remorse, as Hickman's home
is this very hour. I am pleading for
a godliness, not only to protect your
home from having a Hickman in it,
but to save your boy or girl from being slain by those produced in a godless community. We must safeguard
all youth, for your home and mine is
not safe from such brutes until every
home is safe. If this spirit of godlessness prevails much longer, I predict that in five years this land shall
weep in tears and go down in great
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MARRIAGES

of Abilene, Kans.; Pheobe, wife of Eld. Solomon
Lauver, and Mary Shirk with whom she lived. Four
brothers and one sister preceded her to the spirit
world. She is also survived by a number of nephews
and nieces. She will be greatly missed by those who
knew her. She was a faithful member of the Brethren in Christ Church for a number of years, bore
her afflictions patiently, was conscious to the last,
told those about her that she would only be with them
about five minutes longer which proved to be true.
Funeral services were held at the Lost Creek Mennonite church conducted by Eld. Abner Martin, assisted by the home ministry. T e x t : Rev. 14:13. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.

LADY-WOLGEMUTH—On May 17th, 1928, at 6
P. M. at the home of the bride's parents, Bro. and
Sr. Amos Wolgemuth, of Mt. Joy, Pa., in the presence of a number of relatives and friends, there occurred the marriage of their daughter, Sr. Lois Wolgemuth to Bro. Samuel A. Lady, J r . , son of Bro.
and Sr. Samuel Lady of Abilene, Kans. Bishop Wilber Snider officiated. May_ the rich blessing of God
accompany them through life.

OBITUARY
BOOK—Martha J a n e Book was born July 31, 1843,
and died April 4, 1928, at the home of her sister-inlaw near Mexico, J u n i a t a Co., Pa., aged 84 years, 8
months and 3 days. She was a faithful member of
the Brethren in Christ church for many years. As
long as she was able she attended services. Her chief
concern was to do God's will. Her place is vacant
and her voice is stilled, but we believe that to her to
live was Christ, and to die was gain. She is survived by one sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Lauver, Millersburg, Pa., and a number of nephews and nieces of
whom some are telling the story of salvation to the
benighted souls in dark Africa.
Funeral services
were held at the home conducted by Eld. C. M. Engle,
assisted by the home ministry. Interment was made
in the Adama cemetery. T e x t : Psalms 116:15.
SHIRK—Susan Shirk was born March 29, 1859, died
May 17, 1928, at her home in Van Wert, J u n i a t a Co.,
Pa., aired 69 years, 1 month and 18 days. She was
the oldest daughter of the late Bishop Jacob Shirk
and is survived by two brothers and two sisters:
George M. Shirk of McVeytown, P a . ; John W. Shirk
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We loved her, yes, we loved her
But the Saviour loved her more
So He took her to that heavenly place
Where her sufferings all are o'er.
MARR—Margaret Marr, wife of Wesley Marr, died
May 7th, 1928, aged 73 years, 9 months and 2 days.
She leaves to mourn their loss an aged husband, four
sons and one daughter, and a number of grandchildren. Sister Marr was converted a number of years
ago and was a member of the U. B. Church nearby
for a number of years, but a few years ago united
with the Brethren in Christ at Wainfleet and remained a faithful member till death. Death resulted
from a large cancerous growth on her neck. She
called for prayer and anointing at different times,
and while she was not healed, yet she so often thanked
God for answered prayer that she could rest so well
and not suffer pain. Funeral was conducted by
Bishop John Sider and Eld. L. Shoalts. T e x t :
II Kings 20, 1st verse.
HITZ—On May 30, 1928, there occurred the
death of Sr. Annie Hitz, nee Dohner, at the Messiah
Home, Harrisburg, Pa., at the age of 86 years and
8 months. Sr. Hitz was twice married. Her first
husband was Zaccheus Heilman with whom she lived
twenty-one years. After nine years of widowhood
she was married again to Adam Hitz with whom she
lived twenty-one years. He died at the Messiah Home
March 17, 1912. She, with her second husband, became an inmate of the Messiah Home in 1899, being
one of the earliest members.
She with her first husband, became a Christian

Eld. and Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga, Eld. and Mrs. H.
H. Brubaker, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Eld. and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Mary Heisey, Miss Anna Engle, Miss Annie Winger,
Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Bishop and Mrs. H. P . Steigerwald, Eld. R. H . Mann,
Wanezi Mission, Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Eld. H. J. Frey, Miss Beulah Musser, Miss Martha
Kauffiman, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S.
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Sikalongo Mission,
Choma, N. Rhodesia. S. Africa.

*

India

Saharsa, B. & N . W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Mrs. Katie
B Smith, Miss A. M. Steckley, Miss Ruth E. Byer.
Supaul, B. & N. W. Ry., District Bhagalpur, India,
Rev. G. E. Paulus, Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss M. E.
Rohrer.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. H. J . Frey, 649 First Ave., Upland, Cal.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Mrs. Sallie K. Doner, 117 Cherry St., Palmyra, Pa.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 East 8th St., Abilene, Kans.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Greencastle, Pa.
Miss B. E. Gayman, c. o. Clarence Musser, Chambersburgfi Pa., R. 2.

Treasurers of the Different Boards
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Foreign Mission Board—Graybill
Wolgemuth, Mt.
Joy, Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
Albert Reigle, Ridgeway, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Church Extension—Jacob
Ginder, Manheim, Pa.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Publication Board—D. H. Wenger, Shippensburg, Pa.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit, Kansas.
Tract Committee—Chas. Engle, Sandusky, Mich., R. 4

early in their married life and a member of the
Brethren in Christ Church in which connection she
continued to the end.
Funeral service was held at the Messiah Home
chapel on J u n e 4. Interment was made at the side
of her first husband, near Cleona, Pa. Service was
conducted by the home minister.
MECKLEY—Sister Barbara R. Meckley, nee Null,
was born in Mount Joy township, Lancaster Co.,
Pa., on May 19th, 1850, and died at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Gruber, at Campbelltown,
Pa., on Sunday evening, May 27th, 1928, aged 78
years and 8 days. She was united in marriage with
Isaac G. Meckley in October, 1866. This union was
blessed with two sons and three daughters.
She
leaves to mourn her departure one daughter, Mrs.
Elizabeth Gruber, ten grandchildren and
fifteen
great grandchildren. The deceased was converted
early in her life and united with the Brethren in
Christ church and had been a faithful member until
the end of her life.
Funeral service and burial took place a t Shenks
church with burial in the adjoining cemetery. Services were in charge of Eld. David L. Graybill and Eld.
Harrison M. Hostetter.

In judging others a man labors
to no purpose, commonly errs, and
easily sins; but in examining and
judging himself, he is always wisely
and usefully employed.—Thomas A.
Kempis.
Ignorance makes us say many
things experience later makes us
take back.
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(Continued from page 7.)
tribulation.
What is producing crime among
youth but godlessness and a desertion
of the church. Forty-two per cent of
the unwedded mothers are under 16
years. India has nothing on America, with her "child-wife" custom.
Eighty-five per cent of all crimes are
committed by youth under 25 years.
From about fourteen to sixteen has
been found to be the average age of
the prostitute, and the. murderers
mostly are under 25 years. We can't
defy God and sow ungodliness without reaping the harvest of crime, vice
and degradation.
Every man and
woman that contributed to this spirit
under which Hickman came are indicted before the bar of God —
GUILTY.
The Social order of America has a
gigantic failure produced from its
own womb of iniquity and sin, its
young Hickman. It may be your boy
or girl next.
When I see in my own community
these contributing agencies of crime,
I feel concerned every time my daughter goes to school or play. I wonder
if she will be brought back cut up, a
mangled corpse, slaughtered by some
degenerated youth produced as an offspring of Lebanon's social order, and
it's not beyond probabilities. Oh,
dads and mothers, if you could see the
danger as I can see it, if you could see
these fires at work in your community, if you could see and feel the call
of the hour, believe me, you would
make your home a living paradise
and be companions to your children.
You would be loyal to the church and
support her faithfully, and regard
God's day as most essential for your
children's welfare, and you would no
longer rebel, or criticise any preacher who, for your home and country's
sake, dares to challenge these home,
soul and character wreckers and asks
for conclusive proof why they should
exist. I mean the liquor interests,
the modern barbaric dance halls,
booze clubs, gambling dens, liquor selling, woman-destroying road houses,
immoral theatres, desecrations of
God's dnv. These are om>o<=ed to the

laws of God and man, and every
and demand that they be stamped out
for the children's sake. They produce
the river of crime that's overflowing
our national life.
IV. The remedy. There is only
one remedy. It's to live God-fearing
and God-loving and then unite with
all who so stand, to make America
godly. We need an old-fashioned,
God-inspired revival back to the
things of God. We need a united ministry who believe that the Kingdom
of God is larger than their own church
or denomination.
For, I say, that preachers, as well
as laymen, who are not militant and
raising their voice, by the authority
of God, against these soul wrecking,
hell recruiting forces, and demanding
in the name and by the authority of
God for church members to come'
clean and separate themselves from
these sins, are giving aid to the devil
and opening the way to the production of the Hickman type, by their
silence. My call is a call for the best
and the highest in human life, and
that best is found at the feet of Jesus,
in His teachings, in the birth to the
new life, through His precious blood.
Yes, America needs a Wesleyan and
Moody revival. A Billy Sunday once
again. The Christ calls you to make
your community Christian; a fit place
to raise God-fearing, Christ-living
youth. A call for a united uprising
as never before, that shall say to all
un-American, Hickman producing
evils, America has no room for you,
with your soul-destroying, home
wrecking, murderous, damnable evils
of hell. Love must be corrective as
well as sympathetic, and the highest
and noblest sympathetic love is that
which takes from the way of the
American youth, the devices of hell
that makes them slaves and brutes.
Pity the soul of Hickman, but indict the society that produced him.
May God grant that we shall get back
to the cross. It was our forefather's
way that gave and made America in
that day, safe for all. May it be our
way. Hickman is the type we are
producing from out this gilded social
order in which so manv are dpreivrd

as to believe it's the dawn of a better
day. For Jesus' sake, for America's
sake, for the children's sake, let us
change the type into the likeness of
the Lord Jesus Christ. Change it
by making America Christian in deed
and life, as well as in word.
EDITORIAL
(Continued from page 3.)
lowed by an address on "The great
commission obligation, 'Where' " by
Bishop C. N. Hostetter. Space forbids us a great deal of comment on
these various talks, but in every instance the speaker had something
worthwhile to say. Some who have
been on the field and have tasted its
disappointments and shared its
joys, and others who have labored
hard for years to accom p 1 i s h
through their missionary efforts the
things the Church has set out to do
gave the audience a deep and lasting
impression of bringing the Gospels
to the regions beyond. The entire
Foreign Mission offering lifted at
these services amounted to over
$1,100.00.
On Monday evening a Ministerial
Meeting was held in the Church and
reports indicate a number of very
interesting and helpful talks, first
on "The God-called Bishop" by Eld.
I. W. Musser, second, "The Godcalled Minister" by Bishop H. K.
Kreider and third "The God-called
Deacon" by Elder Jesse R. Eyster.
The writer was not permitted to
attend any of the Children's Meetings which were held in the tent during the day, but from observation
and reports obtained a great work
was done among the children and
talks given by the various speakers
were greatly appreciated.
On Friday morning the Conference
proper was fully organized with
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Moderator,
First Assistant, M. G. Engle, Second
Assistant, Bert Shirk. 0. B. Ulery,
Conference Secretary. Norman Wingert, Recording Secretary, Charles E.
Engle, Assistant. Lester Myers,
Reading Clerk, Earl Bossert, Asst.
The docket on new matter appeared
somewhat light this year, but a few.
Christian American ought to rise up
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of the questions were highly important, and the decisions rendered far
reaching. A second installment of
this resume will follow in the next

children, but I dare not and cannot
doubt the goodness of God. He has
wonderfully blessed me all along the
journey of life and I trust He will
be with me to the end of my pilgrimage. I must say with the poet:
"The trials of life will seem nothing,

travelers. The leader goes ahead and,
to indicate the paths that would cause
his carriers to stray perhaps into
hostile territories, picks a few leaves
and throws them into the path. The
path thus "written" is considered
thereby closed. The Lord Jesus has
gone ahead of us, so say the natives,
and has "written" the paths. His
Word shows those that are forbidden
and those that lead to God.
—Christian Youth.

issue.
PRAYER, PRAISE, AND TRUST
Sister S. McTaggart
Can we fully realize the privilege
we have in approaching the mercy
seat at all times and talking to God?
The Lord of Lords and King of
Kings; the ruler and controller of
heaven and earth; the creator of our
mortal frames; He who has given
us an existence into this world, and
daily providing for our sustenance.
And though so high and so holy—
yet condescends to lend a listening
ear to our petitions. Yes, His ear is
open to the prayers of both rich and
poor, black and white; they who
may know no temporal wants—He
will bless spiritually. The poorest
cottagers can come boldly into the
presence of God and make their requests known unto Him.
What a blessed privilege. Do we
value it as highly as we should?
Both temporal and spiritual blessings He will bestow—for what
money? No, just for the asking if
it proceeds from a sincere heart.
Out of His great storehouse He
will pour His blessings down upon
us. Oh, for hearts of prayer and
praise, for more of a living trust in
a mighty God. We read in Psa.
46:3, What time I am afraid I will
trust in Thee. That is good. We
read in Isa. 12:2, I will trust and
not be afraid. That is still better.
It means a full confidence in God.
How often we meet with conditions
that try our faith and we are ready
to doubt; ready to say, well, I'm at
my wits' end to know what to do,
I'm completely discouraged. Dear
soul, have you forgotten to look up?
Do you forget that God is on the
throne? His ear is not deaf that he
cannot hear, His love is no less,
neither is His arm shortened. Oh,
let us trust Him more and more. I
feel myself among the weak unworthy ones, one of the least of His

When we get to the end of the
way."
I feel I cannot close this article
without telling my dear brothers
and sisters a little how I have spent
the past winter. Having received
quite a number of letters of inquiry
and as it means something to
answer all, I thought a little open
note would suffice. Though I was
among the shut-ins I must praise
God that I had a good winter, able
to sew and found plenty of it to do.
I am nearing my 79th birthday and
I never experienced a winter pass
by seemingly so quickly; days,
weeks, and months passed very
rapidly. I thank God for the comforts I was blessed with. My heart
went out for the needy poor that
were suffering for the real necessaries of life. I spent part of my
time in making over second hand
clothing for poor children, such as
people brought to me, and in so doing we can bless and be blessed. Praise
the Lord forever and ever.
Ere this article is published, no
doubt our conference of 1928 will be
in the past, and I pray and trust
that what has been done may be to
the honor and glory of God and the
up-building of His kingdom. Amen.

HE WHO INQUIRES
"He who constantly inquires does
not get lost," is a native proverb that
relates to the criss-cross paths of Africa. The "tribe of God," a name
given to some native Christians, take
this proverb to mean seeking guidance of God at the puzzling crossroads of life. And it is an effective
illustration, for the tribe to which
these Christians belong are great

WHILE WE PRAY GOD WORKS
"And it shall come to pass, that before
They call, I will answer, and so while they
are yet speaking, I will hear." (Isa. 65-24.)
While the prayer of faith is rising
Upward toward the Throne,
God is list'ning, God is working,
Working for His own.
Are we weak and worn with sickness,
Well nigh in despair?
Jesus Christ, the Great Physician,
Heals through trustful prayer.
Are we poor, our coffers empty?
Help will come through prayer:
Was the righteous e'er forsaken?
Will God help forbear?
Have we dear ones wand'ring blindly?
Let us pray! pray! pray!
Claim God's promise for our household,
Though afar they stray.
When misunderstood and lonely,
Oh, how sweet is prayer!
How we're lifted by the angel
Of God's Presence there!
In the precious name of Jesus,
Let us pray and — wait;
Though the answer long may tarry,
'Twill not come too late.
While we're asking, God is working;
Let us pray! pray! pray!
Every prayer of faith is answered
In God's own sweet way.
—Annie Lind Woodworth.
Selected by Martha Resor.

"The citizen of eternity is like the
thrush on the swaying bough: his
happiness and security do not depend on the trembling substances on
which his feet happen to be planted.
He knows that he has wings!"

1
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New York, N. Y.: More than ten million copies of the entire Bible or parts of
the Bible is the new record circulation
figure for 1927 reported by the American
Bible Society in the 112th annual report
of the Board of Managers of the Society
just made public. The total number of issues is 10,034,797 copies published in 166
different languages and dialects.
Nine of the Society's ten agencies in the
United States report a distribution of
Scriptures greater in number than the
preceding year. In this distribution more
than a hundred languages are represented,
including several North American Indian
and immigrant dialects. It includes tens of
thousands of Gospels given to flood sufferers in the Mississippi Valley, hundreds
of thousands of issues called for by the
nation-wide Gospel reading program in
January and February, thousands of
Scriptures placed by sale or gift in homes
reached by a house to house canvass made
by colporteurs, missionaries and volunteer
workers, gifts to Indian school children,
to penitentiaries, to Federal and local
hospitals, to struggling churches and Sunday Schools, and to many other needy
fields.
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can missions was done in Central America, South East, and Central Africa and in
some of the American Indian dialects.
In the Philippine Islands the task of
replacing 14,000 linotype pages of Scriptures in dialect, destroyed by the Japanese
earthquake, and the qually important task
of reducing these pages to permanent
plates for storage were completed. In all
there are seven dialect Bibles in plates.
In addition to the moulds kept by the
Agency in Manila a duplicate set is now in
New York vaults to guard against another
disastrous earthquake.

In China, for the third year in succession, over three million copies of the Scriptures have been circulated by the American Bible Society. The Society is constructing a new Bible House on one of the
leading streets of Peking. From the present outlook the building will be completed
by September first, and a formal opening
is planned for October. The Brazil
Agency, located in Kio de Janeiro, has
completed fifty years of Bible work. The
population during this time has increased
two and one-half times, while the circulation of the Scriptures has increased twelve
and one-half times. Nearly 50,000 more
copies were circulated in 1927 than during
the preceding year.
The first complete Bible in the Luba
Lulua language, spoken by some 2,500,000
natives of the Bantu race in the Belgian
Congo was published last year by the
Bible Society. It is the 169th language in
the world into which the whole Bible has
been translated through the efforts of
Bible Societies. A second edition of 10,000
Bulu New Testaments was also printed
for West African missions. Translation
work, in cooperation with certain Ameri-

HE KNOWS MY SIZE

What a simple, yet wonderful
faith was that of Billy Bray, the eccentric Cornish preacher! On one
occasion he was met by a member of
the Society of Friends. "Mr. Bray,"
said the kindhearted Quaker, "I
have often observed thy unselfish
life, and feel much interested in
thee, and I believe the Lord would
have me help thee; so if thou wilt
The Society has never received so many call at my house, I have a suit of
appeals for grants of Scriptures to indi- clothes to which thou art very welviduals, institutions, missions, and for come—that is, if they'll fit thee."
campaigns as in the year just closed. The "Thank'ee!" said Billy. "I will call.
response is limited by lack of funds to
But I have no doubt that the clothes
cover this phase of the Society's work.
The budget of the Society for 1928 will fit me. If the Lord told thee
amounts to $1,345,426 including estimated that they were for me, they're sure
local receipts in foreign countries. Ap- to fit, for he knows my size exactly."
proximately one-half of the total of this
—Christian Herald.
appropriation must come from the contributions of churches and individuals.

In the shadow of the alley
Stood a woman stained and grim;
Gone the purity that crowned her,
Trampled in the mire of sin.

I do believe that God will give
A sweet surprise
To tear-stained, saddened eyes,
And that His heaven will be
Most glad, most tided throng with
joy
For you and me
As we have suffered most.
—Selected.

'Twas a heart betrayed, forsaken,
Lured by Satan's wiles till now
In the dust the crown lay broken
That had circled her fair brow.

It is a pity that our tears on account of our troubles should so blind
our eyes that we should not see our
mercies.—Flavel.

Just a bit of human wreckage
That had fallen by the way
To be scorned and trodden, heedless
By the crowd that passed that day.

"Time is the gift of God, its duration uncertain, its loss irreparable,"
therefore spend it to the glory of
God.—Ex.

Softly from the fount of beauty
That eternal is with God,
Fell a drop of mercy tender
On this erring bleeding heart.

So many churches want a preacher who has the experience of holiness but does not say anything about
it in the pulpit, nor say much about
it in the home. They want a preacher who will bring in the "grapes"
and with his pockets loaded with
pomegranates, and never tell the
people where they came from.—E.
Clarkson Hinshaw.

REDEEMED
The statistics of the Society also state
that in the West Indies, Mexico, Brazil
and Japan an increased distribution in the
number of copies of complete Bibles occurred. In Japan this increase was more
than ten per cent over the previous year
which had also shown a gratifying
growth. In Egypt the sales increased over
fifty per cent.
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Wakened there with touch so loving
Ardent longing to be pure,
To be free from sin's dark thraldom,
To be crowned with joy once more.
And the longing grew to sorrow—
Sorrow for the sin-cursed past,
Till the sobs of repentance
Shook her frame, and tears flowed
fast.
—Selected.

Oh, make us sincere to the core of
our heart by the help of the Holy
Spirit, for its not natural!—Andrew
Bonar.
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Foreign Missionary Department
Edited by H. Frances Davidson, Grantham, Pa.
The party of missionaries for
Africa leave New York at midnight
June 6th. Those composing the company are Bro. and Sister Taylor and
daughters, Ruth and Anna, Bro. and
Sister Cyrus Winger and child, and
Sister Sallie Doner. May they have
our prayers for a safe and pleasant
voyage, and may they be a blessing
in their several fields of labor in
winning many precious souls.
*

*

#

•

In a private letter received from
Brother Steigerwald he w r i t e s :
"This is the first letter I have written for some time, having been
again laid aside for several months
with these heart attacks. I was
much better and had no attack for
six months, but in January they
started again. We are looking to
God for help. We know He alone is
able to restore the condition. It is a
comfort to know that many are
praying for us."
Sister Steigerwald also writes:
"You will have heard through others that we are set aside, as it were,
for a while. Well, if we can please
God in this, I want to be satisfied,
but I must say that it is hard to hold
still.
"We had a long dry hot summer,
and now the rivers are not running,
only water in holes. There will be
thousands of cattle die in this district this year. Some of the Natives
are driving their cattle only every
other day to water, and they say
there is no grass near the rivers,
for there are so many cattle that
they eat and tramp it all out.
"The grass on Wanezi Farm is
good, and we do not have so many
cattle here. We have a fine start of
fruit trees, had quite a few peaches,
and our two apple trees had almost
half a bushel this year. The grapefruit tree is full of fruit, and five pa-

paw trees are full as they can be.
The banana planss are doing fine but
they feel the drought some. We
have about one hundred fruit trees
planted."
NEITHER THIS NOR THAT
J. A. Climenhaga
(Continued)
Men are men. Individuals are individuals. Tribes are tribes. Races
are races. When one race is caused
to emerge from their way of thinking and talking by being conquered
by another race, more intelligent
than the conquered race, and is compelled to learn the language of the
conqueror, every effort will be made
to do so, especially when the conquered considers the conqueror to be
his superior.
The Black of this Country is
forced, if he would be understood by
his Conqueror, to pick up certain
characteristics of the people by
whom he has been overcome. Not
every white man in this country is
a cultured gentleman. Knowing the
Government Official, quite well, who
objected to the Native saying "Eh"
in his presence, I told him that the
Native was not taught to say "Eh"
by us. It may have been picked up
at some mine. Or it may have been
heard uttered by some white trader.
Of course the Native thought that
whereas "Eh" had been spoken by
an European it must certainly be
English and so adopted it. He did
not know better. He is unable to understand the difference between vulgar and cultured English. He is not
an Englishman. He, in his attempt
to forget his own language, is no
longer like his father a real Native,
and hence his blunders. He is
neither this nor that.
There are many other ways in
which this transition, or transformation can be seen. I am sorry I
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have not taken the time to jot down
some of the things which came under my observation when I first
came to this Land, for they were
certainly laughable, to me a newcomer. To a certain extent I am
now accustomed to them. Especially
at present do I refer to their newmanner of dress. The old, unsophisticated native wears skins. But
many of the young men consider the
wearing of skins beneath their dignity but they sometimes appear in
European clothing so tattered and
torn, that skins would be a far better protection for them in many
ways. One careful look at a Sunday
gathering would illustrate my statement. That is one time when the
finest must be displayed. The finest
may be a sock for a tie placed over
an old, dirty, greasy, filthy, vest
(undershirt) which has not been
washed for months; a pair of pajama trousers which has been
thrown out by some European; a
pair of boots (shoes) with the soles
about ready to drop off. The fellow,
dressed thus, considers himself a
perfect specimen of cultured humanity. In another seat may be found a
boy with a waistcoat, perhaps a
waistcoat from an old black evening
European suit; an ibetshu (a loin
skin) ; and a pair of ladies pumps.
He sits with an air of importance
due anyone who can appear in such
splendid array. If you would like to
see your underwear, pajamas, night
gowns, etc., appear in public just
give it to some Native of the Kraal
and the following Sunday you can
have the things displayed in the
front pews of the Church. Ladies'
old attire of every description, gents'
wardrobe of by gone days, children's
clothing of every description, form a
part of the dress of a Sunday congregation in a Native parish of
Southern Rhodesia.
Mixed in among the above you
will find young men and women,
dressed just as gaily as any coloured
gentleman or lady of America could
ever think of dressing. The very
best suits and dresses, the flashiest
colour of dresses and head dresses,
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are ofttimes bought by the people
who work in town. Better suits than
the missionary could afford are
worn. But often, too often, the underneath garment might appear and
one look at it is enough to raise the
question "Doesn't that person know
any better than that?" Both the
finest and the filthiest found on the
same body.
The two classes referred to above
consider that they are copying the
the ways of the white man. But are
they? They do not know what they
are doing. Better ways are not
known by them. Truly they are different than the old natives but even
the best is far from being like an
Englishman. The result is that they,
to a greater or less extent, are disliked by both the old native who adheres to the customs of his predecessors, and by the European because
they are Neither This nor That.
Not for a minute do I think that
they receive no admiration from
their old fathers and mothers, for I
believe they do. Even we, as Europeans cannot fail to appreciate the
fact that an attempt is being made
to emerge, and every attempt is
worthy of a certain amount of
praise. The trouble comes in when,
in their talk and dress, they deceive
in thinking they are that which they
are not. A young man or woman of
any race can talk and dress ever so
well but their actions is the final
analysis of their character.
Some of the things which appear
on the outside life of the people have
been given. Amusing as they may
seem in themselves they nevertheless
portray some of the effects of the
European in the Country.
How
happy would I be pleased to
say that no worse results than
these are to be found. But as I draw
near to that which is on my heart, I
tremble.' After all the dress and language of a people, whether they are
Neither This nor That, matters but
little. The political, social, moral,
and spiritual life of a people is what
tells for weal or woe. And it is in
the breaking down of the old tribal
laws, cruel as they were, that a
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great danger lies. Unless the moral
and spiritual law of the conqueror is
strong enough to produce the proper restraint in keeping the youth
of the Country in their proper
place ought the old tribal laws be
broken down? The question is far
reaching. It is true that a political
order has been partially established.
Has it been a complete success ?Judging from conditions I fear not.
The political policy of the rulers
of the Country is to retain, as far as
possible, Native Custom, but yet at
the same time inculcate new ideals
among the people. This refers to
judgments in cases of law breaking.
However the punishment of crime is
undertaken according to European
ideas and not after the manner of
the old regime. The plan may be
good in itself but it may also have
faults in its operation. After all a
Native does not think as the European and what may be considered
shame and disgrace in the eyes of the
European may be looked upon as honourable in the eye of the Native and
vice versa.
Politically speaking what is the
Native of this Country? He is Nothing. He has no voice in the affairs
of state. He is not a landowner nor
a slave. He is not bound nor free.
Respected by some E u r o p e a n s ,
thrown away by others. He is required to have a registration certificate and pay a head tax of a pound
a year, but having done that, he is
as free to go and come in this Country, as the bird in the air. If an
adult Native fails to pay tax he is
placed in gaol for a month as a defaulter. As a rule he cares very little if he is in gaol or not, for in
either place as long as he gets his
food, he is happy. Being in gaol
brings him very little, if any, disgrace among his people. I heard of
one man, who having been placed in
gaol for twenty-five times during
twenty-five consecutive years, was
once asked by the magistrate, "Why
are you back again?" made answer,
"Of course ought I not visit my
king at least one month a year?" A
gaol sentence meant nothing to him

This lack of respect for law produces an order of things which is
far from ideal. The old customs no
longer have a hold on the people and
the new, to many, is chaotic. Some
may attempt to keep the law but not
know it, do not know what to do.
Neither This Nor That.
(To be continued.)
THE MISSIONARY
COUNCIL ON
THE MOUNT OF OLIVES
The Missionary Review of the
World for the month of June gives a
very interesting account of the International Missionary C o u n c i l
which assembled in Jerusalem on
March 24th and sat in council until
April 8th. It is from this magazine
that we quote and glean the following: The Council met on the Mount
of Olives and the delegates were representatives from fifty-two different
countries and from all races. There
were about two hundred and forty
members in all, among whom in addition to the white delegates were
"thirteen Chinese, fifteen Indians,
five Japanese, four Koreans, four
Latin Americans, Burmese, Singhalese, Egyptian, Malagasy, Filipino,
Siamese, African" a n d
others;
There was an erect, straight-speaking chief -of Uganda and there were
extraordinarily capable and courageous women not from the Western
lands alone but also from China
and Korea and India and Japan."
We rejoice to read from their findings that they reaffirmed their conviction that Jesus Christ is still the
message of the hour. "Jesus Christ,
in His life and more especially in
His death, has disclosed to us the
Father." "In all lands Christ is the
supreme need and therefore men
and women in whom Christ lives
and through whom Christ goes forth
to the world are needed everywhere."
Stressing this farther they add:
"Through His life and teaching, His
call to repentance, His proclamation
of the coming of the Kingdom of
God and of judgment, His suffering
and death, His resurrection and ex-
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altation to the right hand of the
Father, and by the mission of the
Holy Spirit, He has brought to us
forgiveness of sins," etc.
Missionaries were urged not to
make any claim on their governments for armed protection of them
or their property, that their protection should be only by such methods
as will promote goodwill. A resolution was adopted favoring the equal
rights of races, also "the equal
rights of men and women in and
among all races."

THEN—He came sick, forlorn and
forsaken, unable to earn
a pice.
Cast out and unloved by his
people; a prey to satan's
device.
A Hindu young man in grave
trouble seeking some
friendly advice,
Willing to leave all for the
Mission, willing to pay
the price.

pear,
No Christian c o n g r e g a tions, no children, happy, dear.
We preach upon verandahs
to crowds from far
and near,
But looked ahead w i t h
hopeful eye and vision
strong and clear.

THEN AND NOW
THEN- -A Mohammedan wanderer,
a lad of tender years,
Full of evil habits, in stealing knew no fears.
Confined by the policemen,
beset with cruel sneers;
His heart was full of sorrow,
and his eyes oft' filled
with tears.

NOW—A Christian, well, strong in
body, earning his daily
bread
Able to care for a family; to
a Christian girl being
wed,
God in great love smiled upon them and upon them
his blessing shed.
And now a wee smiling
daughter, plays on the
family bed.

THEN—A tiny mortal in a puddle
of manure,
"Whose? Where from?" and
"Why?" You might ask,
but not be sure.
Sorrow and want and shame;
all were hers to endure
No sheltering roof, no
downy bed nor mother's
love secure.
NOW—Rescued from her squalor;
given love and care,
A child of six summers, her
happy smiles we share.
Bright-eyed, lovable, tender,
ready to do and to dare.
Protested from evil surroundings, saved from
temptation's snare.

Christian
Congregation
outnumbering seventy,
And boys and girls in fearless tones, sing Christian songs so free.
But you may ask in eager
tones, "How can these
great things be?"
"To God," we say, "Be all
the praise through all
eternity."

NOW—A

Then—Perhaps you asked in great
wonder, " D o e s t h e
India Work r e a l l y
pay?"
"We hear of so little accomplished, our hearts
would almost say, nay.
"We have given and hoped
and wondered
and
prayed for it every day
"But whether aught will
come of it, we are really unable to say."

THEN—Upon our compounds no
church house did ap-

NOW—We believe you are saying,
as you lift up your
eyes on the Field,
"Lord, grant that the work
in India, a richer harvest may yield.
"We know that it pays to
fight onward, the Gospel sword to wield,
"And if the enemy attacks
us with doubt, we'll
hold up our faith's
strong shield."
India Field Correspondent.

THEN—A
NOW—A Christian preacher, transformed by saving grace,
Head of a little family, in
services filling his place.
If you care in Mission
work the benefits to
trace,
Just compare this happy visage with that other sinstained face.

NOW—A

Hindu granny, w i t h
grandson ready to die,
Came to the Mission in
anguish; to the Missionaries did cry,
So wasted was he with
the fever, so eager and
yet so shy,
Only a lad of six or eight,
at our door did helpless lie.

Christian granny, embraces her grandson
tall,
When he comes home on
vacation from the Mission School in Supaul.
Baptized and f o l l o w i n g
Jesus; Giving up their
little all.
How blessed—these two
precious s o u l s
for
Jesus Christ to enthrall.
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A Macedonian Call
Please

Read

This

—

Purpose

In

Your

Heart

T o Help Make O u r Reader List 100 Percent
Every Family A Subscriber of T h i s

At the Nottawa Conference of the Brethren in
Christ Church, held in 1920, the church decided to
purchase and equip a publishing plant of its own. At
this writing perhaps eight years after, we now have
a well equipped and very commodious publishing
house. As we look back over these years that have
elapsed and consider the difficulties which have been
surrounded and the problems which have been solved
we cannot refrain from lifting our hearts in thankfulness and praise to our Heavenly Father for His
help and blessing.
It will be remembered that during this period in
the agricultural and financial world adjustments
were made again and again. To make a spiritual
retrospect of these years gone by we are also conscious that the church has undergone many changes
and dare we say that the missionary and evangelistic
spirit as manifested at the Nottawa Conference has
not always been at the same high water mark. In
looking at it from the Publishing House point of view
we are keenly aware of the mistakes and failures.
We have had much to learn and necessarily had to
adjust ourselves to some of the conditions which
were forced upon us in the natural course of events.

Paper

lishing House. In return we have pledged ourselves
to spare no pains, time nor effort in making the
Evangelical Visitor an organ in whose pages would
be printed such an array of spiritual and practical
help in the field of our fellowship, that would inspire
and lead. In taking up the task we are comwig to
you in the name of the Lord beseeching you that
each and every subscriber and "wherever possible"
every reader would secure one new subscription for
the paper.
We believe that you are all agreed that the field
of usefulness for the Evangelical Visitor should be
greatly enlarged. We are constantly reminded of the
efforts put forth by our sister churches and their
campaigns by the exchange papers we receive, and
the wonderful results which they so frequently get
from their readers. We are placing the same conditions before you as we believe we have more to offer in every way than our contemporaries.
Frequently we hear the remark, I would rather
pay five dollars for my church paper than to do
without it. Yet we are only asking you to send one
new subscriber to the Evangelical Visitor. For one
year at a dollar and a half. Of course you can send
in
any number. We will send the paper to five adPerhaps our fight has been too much of a single dresses
for one year for five dollars; To twelve adhanded effort, perhaps we have not called upon our dresses for
ten dollars; To fifteen addresses, twelve
people enough to ask help of the Lord in accomplish- dollars; Twenty
addresses for fifteen dollars.
ing the original idea of making a printing establishPlease do not pass this offer over lightly, but
ment which would ultimately be used exclusively for
Christian work. True in the calls for financial aid take hold at once and do your share for the advancethe response has been hearty, especially in the great- ment of His Kingdom. Talk to your Pastor or Overer portion of the brotherhood, for this we thank you seer or Sunday School Superintendent. Make yourheartily and praise the Lord. In accepting the work self a committee of one to start the movement. The
which has been placed upon us for this conference name of the subscriber and the person sending in
year we have done so with the expectation that in a the subscription will be published in each successive
greater measure than ever before a cooperative effort Issue of the Evangelical Visitor unless we receive
would be made to accomplish the things which hith- different word.
erto have not been fully realized through our PubEditor.
Send all subscriptions to
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
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"When the mind is deeply impressed with eternal truths, there is
no disposition to be frivolous or trifling."—Mary Lyon.

No man ever lives a worth while
life who does not work against his
natural inclination to take life easy.

Seven hundred and sixty fishermen
sat for four and a half hours on the
banks of the Rivers Ure, Ouse and
"Sin is the only cloud without a
Swale, beyond York recently, and
silver
lining."
fished through a heavy rainstorm,
Every heart from sin set free is a
during which the rivers rose two feet.
Many of them were seated on whispering gallery wherein Purity
The school of suffering graduates
muddy banks, many were wet walks and Hope sings.
rare scholars.
through, and five hundred of them
caught nothing at all.
The occasion was the annual fishing match of the Leeds Amalgamation, and fishermen lined both sides of
the rivers for ten miles, and exhaustively fished the area of ten feet allotPOCKET EDITIONS, ALSO FAMILY AND PULPIT BIBLES
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No. 1412X. French Seal, divinity circuit, head
round corners, red burnished edges
1 75
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Something New
FOR MINISTERS AND BIBLE
STUDENTS
A New Edition of
CRUDEN'S CONCORDANCE
Large type, clear pages, well
bound, and printed on good
paper.
Regular price will be $2.50.
We cannot promise delivery until
July 10th, b u t will accept
advance orders for $2.35 sent
postpaid to any address.
Cash must accompany order
and must be received before July
1st to obtain discount.
Money returned if not satisfied.

bands and marker, round corners, red gold
edges
No. 1430XF. Same as No. 1412X, with Extra
Leather Linings and batton
flap
No. 143GXC. Egyptian Morocco, divinity circuit, leather linings, with Concordance
added
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HOLMAN HOME STUDY BIBLE
Ideal Family Bible in Handy Size, 6x8 inches
Wedding Gift Edition, with Presentation Page,
Marriage Certificate and Family Record; complete
Helps, and in addition this Bible contains
ILLUSTRATED SELF-PRONOUNCING BIBLE
DICTIONARY, containing 150 illustrations and nearly
5000 subjects. A New Feady Reference Handbook,
which gives the salient and essential information needed
in Bible study. It has a now Table for daily devotional
or practical reading of the Bible.

1515. Seal Grain Leather, divinity circuit, red
under gold edges

& UO

INDIA PAPER EDITION
1515X. Egyptian Morocco, divinity circuit,
red gold edges, silk head bands and marker..

4 50

Large, easy to read type Pronouncing Text.

No. 4914. French Seal Leather, limp, round corners,
red under gold edges, gold titles, silk head 4 K A
bands and silk markers
$5 50

Holman Pronouncing Large Quarto Family or Pulpit Bible
Size, 9}4 x 12 inches
Specimen of Type
This new style in quarto
size is bound in leather, has
25
And MS-thu'
rounded corners, red under
gold edges, and is less than
seven
years, and
two inches thick.
It. contains Frontispiece,
26
And
Me-thi*'
Lord's Prayer, Ten Commandments and Family
India Paper Edition less than
Record in Colors.
an inch in thickness.
It is just such a Bible as
No. 100X. Bound in
ordinarily sells for $10.00 to
$12.00. The price is $7 50
Older readers may recall that the publishers received the G r a i n e d B l a c k
Roan Calf, flexible
(No. 4014.)
highest award from the U. S. Centennial Exhibition in
limp, gold edges . . $ l o 7 5
Pulpit, or Lodge Edition, 1876. Every importantEzposilion since has followed suit.
without Family Record, etc.
No. 102X. India Pa(No. 6014.) Price, $7 5 0
per Pulpit Edition l o 7 5
Every copy of the HOLMAN BIBLE is prepared mth all the skill and specialized experience that can help to put into your hands
a thoroughly serviceable book that will last

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE, Nappanee, Indiana.

